Ethiopian Americans
Scholarship

Overall


Levine, Donald N. “Reconfiguring the Ethiopian Nation in a Global Era.” *International


Diaspora


Williams, Gillian. “Mapping of Ethiopian Diasporas Residing in the United States of

**Education**


**Film**


Sankofa with Haile Gerima and Aboubacar Sanogo -TIFF Talks.” *Youtube.com*. 16 April 2019. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aN0p-7EFkw8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aN0p-7EFkw8)


**Identity**


Raleigh, Elizabeth. “The Color Line Exception: The Transracial Adoption of Foreign-
Born and Biracial Black Children.” *Women, Gender, and Families of Color*, vol. 4, no. 1, University of Illinois Press, 2016, pp. 86–107, [https://doi.org/10.5406/womgenfamcol.4.1.0086](https://doi.org/10.5406/womgenfamcol.4.1.0086).


**Language**

**Languages and Literatures of the Major Ethnic Groups in the Ethiopian Community**

*These articles show that Ethiopia is not linguistically or ethnically monolithic and that there is a modern literary tradition in the languages (Afaan Oroma, Amharic, Tigrinya) of the three largest ethnic groups in Ethiopia.*


**Literature**


Tembo, Nick M. "Reframing Migrant Identities: Namelessness and Impersonation in Dinaw Mengestu’s All Our Names." *Literator: Journal of Literary Criticism, Comparative Linguistics and Literary Studies*, vol. 40, no. 1, 2019. DOI: [10.4102/lit.v40i1.1581](https://doi.org/10.4102/lit.v40i1.1581)


**Music**


**Religion**
